


Countermeasure is the new sound in vocal music, known for their sophisticated arrangements, seamless harmonies, 
lively performances and infectious energy. Their dramatically choreographed show, where every song tells a story, 
has received standing ovations and critical acclaim worldwide. Featuring 14 of Canada’s top harmony singers, their 
genre-defying contemporary sound takes a cappella to the next level. 

Formed in 2010, Countermeasure is led by award-winning composer/arranger Aaron Jensen. The group performs 
original songs and reimagined standards ranging from Cole Porter to the Beatles, with a strong accent on pop and 
jazz arjazz arrangements. It’s a cappella singing at its best, incorporating innovative live looping, vocal percussion, and 
instrument sounds made by the voice. Their broad-based musical eclecticism has opened doors for the group to 
headline international contemporary choral concerts, play the main stage at jazz festivals, coerce club-goers onto 
dance floors and collaborate in esoteric interdisciplinary art projects. They have shared stages with hitmakers from a 
cappella giants Naturally 7 and The Swingle Singers to top 40 stars Corey Hart and Blue Rodeo. 
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Countermeasure has been featured at high-profile jazz festivals, concert series, and galas, 
as well as on CBC Radio, Global TV, Rogers TV and City TV, and CP24 TV. They are a 

founding artist of SING! The Toronto Vocal Arts Festival, Canada’s premier a cappella festival. 
They have wowed audiences on two U.S. and several Canadian tours, and in the UK at London  
A Cappella Festival, Edinburgh Festival Fringe, London-area theatres, and more. They 
performed the opening concert at the world-renowned Vocalmente Festival in Italy.
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“Vocal  harmony  in a  pristine  incarnation 
by fourteen singers who can make any note 
hummed,  whistled,  scatted and sung  come 
alive  –  as if by  magic – with  exceptional 
finesse  and  urgency, with a sophistication 
that  hasn’t been heard in a very long time.”
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Made to Measure

“Countermeasure is a rising star in the Canadian 
music  and recording scene. They create a mind-boggling 
array of sounds from harmonic lyrical choral to rocking 
percussive to instrumental sounds. Exciting and 

groundbreaking.”
        – Wholenote Magazine
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FESTIVALS AND THEATRES  ARE THRILLED! 



reviews



“Insanely talented, awesome 

and dynamic, infectious!”
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SOME SELECT PAST 

performances





sample repertoire
Song                                                   Composer/Original Artist

London Bells.........................................Countermeasure Original

Fox in the Field.....................................Countermeasure Original

I'm Gonna Be (500 Miles)...................................The Proclaimers

Best of My Love.......................................................The Emotions

Copacabana............................................................Barry Manilow

Life is Life is Fine.............................................Countermeasure Original

Lovers in a Dangerous Time.................................Bruce Cockburn

I Saw Her Standing There.............................Lennon-McCartney

Takin' it Home.......................................Countermeasure Original

Jump Back............................................Countermeasure Original

Train the A Take.....................................Countermeasure Original

Something....................................................Lennon-McCartney

TThere Will Never Be Another  You...........................Harry Warren

I Got You Under My Skin............................................Cole Porter

Experiment.................................................................Cole Porter

The Weight.....................................................................The Band
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for all of our latest updates

connect with us:

social media

www.countermeasuremusic.com


